MOSHCHUN –
Recovery project

22nd June 2022

Project Mission
- Rebuilding of the destroyed village of Moshchun
with the participation of Rotary clubs of the world
in partnership with Ukrainian state.
- MOSHCHUN - will be a symbol of happy,
independent, modern Ukraine

Moshchun was completely destroyed

2000 buildings were destroyed out of 2789

Location of 2000 destroyed buildings and 1597 craters from shells

Source: https://rebuildua.net/moshchun

Rebuilding in two steps
First step - to give people a temporary shelter prior to cold season
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Second step - complete reconstruction of the destroyed Moshchun
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First step – Modular Houses
1.Temporary housing - about 300 of modular houses:
- Cost of one modular house with its installation, some
appliances and furniture (fridge, conditioner, heater, table,
bed, etc) – about $ 12’500 USD
2.Basic principles:
- No complicated design, no innovative materials or
sophisticated logistics
- Use of local materials
- “Ready to use” solutions
- Modular house is given free of charge for usage until the
restoration of permanent housing
3.Current situation:
- First modular house already built, production in Kyiv region
- Production capacity: 150 houses per month

Second step – Full Rebuilding
1.Concept:
- in partnership with leading worldfamous architects we make the
territory of Moshchun symbol of
the future
2.Basic principles:
- Design solutions
- Innovative materials
- Long-term and ergonomic
solutions

Project Structure

1. FUNDRAISING through:
- Rotary grants / Donations
Rotary clubs / Donors / Crypto-community / Events
- sale of NFT / tickets / …
2. Sponsor (NFT) levels
- Bronze: NFT album with songs of
$ / BTC / ETH NFT / Tickets / Gratitude
Ukrainian and World music stars.
- Silver: an exclusive online concert.
State / Local
Founders,
- Golden: tickets to a live mega-concert
Coop
UA Dream
authorities
Partners
(like Live Aid) with the world stars
- Platinum: access to the party after
Financing
concert with all-star artists
3. What do we spend MONEY on:
- Temporary housing production for
Production of temporary housing Complete recovery of Moshchun
Moshchun
Architects, Developers, Manufacturers
- Complete restoration of Moshchun
4. Residents of Moshchun get modern
dwelling
Residents of Moshchun

Partners today:

Join us and help to rebuild Moshchun village !

Rotary in this Project
1. Two Rotary clubs from Ukraine are among founders and will provide its full control
2. Other Rotary clubs and D2232 support this project
3. Donations of Districts and Clubs for complete temporary modular house:
- District / Club name plate at the house
4. Districts may apply for $ 25’000 USD grants from TRF Disaster Response Fund
- Practical involvement of many districts / Confirmed by TRF
4. Rotary Working Groups are planned to bring worldwide solutions and expertise:
- Temporary housing efficiency
- Reliable clean water supply
- Reliable and renewable energy supply
- Ecology solutions for waste control
….
5. Permanent support of the community
6. Moshchun could get a nickname of ‘Rotary village’ or ‘Rotary town’

Project Faces - Dream Team
We are a team of professionals who not only dream, but also make their dreams come true.
Founder and ambassador
of the project

RUSLANA
- Famous Ukrainian singer, winner
of Eurovision 2004
- in 2004 2005 Ambassador of
GoodWill of UNICEF, since 2018
Global Ambassador for Renewable
Energy to the World, founder of the
public organization "Agency of
Image of Ukraine"

Founder and CEO

VITALII
- Vitalii Kashchenko is a serial
entrepreneur
- 25+ years of professional
experience in business
development with an emphasis on
real estate
- Crypto evangelist
- From startups to large companies

Founder and
coordinator with Rotary

VOLODYMYR
- Volodymyr Bondarenko is the
leader of Rotary in Ukraine
- Public activist
- 27 years in Rotary
- 30+ years of professional
experience in business
development, including real
estate

Contacts:
Vitalii Kashchenko
+380 50 3101344
Kashchenko.v@gmail.com

Volodymyr Bondarenko
+380 50 5415179
volbondarenko@gmail.com

Bank details for Donations:
Beneficiary:
CO "CF "UADream"
Account#: UA893005280000026007000022629
Beneficiary’s bank: OTP BANK JSC, Kyiv, Ukraine
SWIFT code: OTPVUAUK
Correspondent Bank in USD: Deutsche Bank Trust Company, New York, USA ;
SWIFT code: BKTRUS33
Correspondent Account # : 04448427

Realization of Step One already started!
- First modular house produced.
- Rotary action took place to
prepare the location.
- First modular house delivered
and installed in Moshchun.
- Your donations will help us to
move forward! Thank you!

Media already picked up the news about modular
houses project in Moshchun!

Your donations and grants from Disaster Response Fund will help us to move forward!
Thank you!

